Heroes Play Here 110 #giveaway #contest. Young athletes, male and female:
showcase what you love and how you do it. Post your sports, fitness, activity photos
and/or videos on IG for “likes”. The more “likes”, the more chances to win ‘Heroes
Play Here 110’ tee shirt, a set of ‘Heroes Start as Kids’ book series signed by Author
and Creator, Thomas M. Kinslow, a ‘#HeroesPlayHere’ poster, as seen in Dewey
Does’ animation, The Defenders of Doesville.
Dewey Does 110%, inspiring kids to #Dew110. One grand prize winner will also
receive $110.00 as an appreciation and encouragement to continue their hard work
and dedication for their passion. You can’t score unless you shoot the ball, and you
can’t win unless you enter. Post your best sports/fitness photo/video
@RealDeweyDoes on IG, twitter and on Dewey Does 110% FB today.
RULES:
*Follow @realdeweydoes on Instagram and/or Twitter
*Use the hashtag #heroesplayhere in each of your posts
*Tag at least 3 friends in the comments of your post
*Tag extra friends, teammates etc to get more entries
*Like the ‘All Sport Heroes Play Here’ Brand Logo
*Like and Share the new ‘Mask Up’ animation featuring Dewey Does and the
Defenders of Doesville @ Doesville.com
*Ages 12 and under only please. Only USA residents now.
DETAILS:
*Contest Begins November 10, 2020 and Ends: November 16, 2020.
*Winners: announced on IG, FB, and in the Doesville Gazette Newsletter (Subscribe
today at deweydoes.com)
*Winner announcement on November 19th, 2020:
*Five (5) winners receive a Tee Shirt, a signed 3 book series, a poster & more
*ONLY one $110.00 Grand Prize winner
*Winners need adult permission to receive prizes; email address required to receive
prizes
*Next #HeroesPlayHere #giveaway #contest is January 12th, 2021
Hosted by the Dewey Does Foundation. Supporting youth sports since 2006. This
promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with,
Instagram.

Short Description of contest for posting.
Dewey Does (DD) is extremely excited to host his first Heroes Play Here 110 contest.
DD loves inspiring youth to get their sports, fitness and activities on.
To Enter:
*Follow @RealDeweyDoes on Instagram
*Tag at least 3 friends and teammates in the comments of this post. (Extra
tags=extra entries)
*Like and share this post
Details:
1. Contest Begins: November 10th and Ends: November 16th
2. Winners announced on IG, FB and the Doesville Gazette Newsletter
3. More rules and details @ Doesville.com
Looking forward to some exciting ‘Heroes Play Here 110’ photos and videos. This
promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with,
Instagram.

